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Letter 847
Even More W.T.F.?!
-ORSo THAT’S Where “Loose Screws” Come From
2020-03-07
Dear Yeshua,
Saturday, 7 March 2020, 7:30AM.
In Letter 518 Volume 6 I write about a strange thing I witnessed which occurred to my kitchen table. But
something else has happened I have witnessed, which requires its own testimony.
Sometime in September of 2014, almost one year out from the Day of Victory Over Satan, I discovered a
plumbing problem in our kitchen. One of the drain pipes had come loose, and was leaking drain-water
underneath the sink. The water then was migrating to under the kitchen Mloor.
We had to call in a professional contractor to pull up the top Mloor-surface, in order to allow the sub-Mloor
to dry. We also had to call in a professional plumber to Mix the drain pipe. At the same time, we had the
kitchen sink faucet replaced by the plumber, which was wearing out and becoming unserviceable due to
its age.
Things turned out well. We discovered that the water damage effected only the top layer of Mlooring. The
previous owner of our house had laid another Mloor on top of the original Mloor. After the top layer was
removed, we saw that the original Mloor was intact and serviceable, so we left it as is, which also saved
money from having to have a new Mloor installed. And the new faucet on the kitchen sink looked good and
worked well. At least for a while.
But after a month or two, the new handle on the new faucet started to come loose. So, I got an Allen
wrench and tightened the set-screw on the handle, thinking that the plumber just hadn’t quite tightened it
down enough. Some time later, the set screw started coming loose again. So I tightened it again.
Then later on, it came loose again. After a few more times of coming loose, I purchased a bottle of Loctite.
I put the bottle, still in its unopened plastic blister pack, in the kitchen drawer, to have handy for the next time
the screw came loose.
But, I never used the Loctite. Instead I just kept tightening the screw down. It only came loose about once
every four to six months, and using the Allen wrench was easier than rummaging around in the kitchen drawer
for the Loctite, which after a few weeks had gotten “lost” in the sea of other stuff that is in the kitchen drawer.
But just a week or so ago, it occurred to me that the kitchen sink faucet handle had not come loose in well
over a year.
I think this manifestation of Shalom Peace on the kitchen sink faucet is because in my daily prayers, I have
been asking Father Yahweh God to
“BLESS THIS HOUSEHOLD…”
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His answer to my prayers has been gradually de-resonating the curses left by the two Archangels of Hell
in my kitchen, which I Mirst testify to seeing in Letter 29 Volume 1, and further referenced in Letter 196
Volume 4.
So, thank You Jesus for “de-cursifying” my house. I am grateful to our Father for this, and for even more
“de-cursiMication” in the days to come, as I pray and ask Him to “Please bless this household, and everyone
in it, and those who aren’t.”
A further demonstration of Jesus’s hands-on destruction of the works of the Devil.
Amen.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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